
feature new challenge

H 
Despite not having the best upper-body 
strength, I’ve always been mysteriously 
accomplished on the playground 

monkey bars, and seem to have fairly good core 
strength. So, in my quest for new adventures, I 
decided to put my clambering skills to the test 
and give rock climbing a go. 

I’m relatively fit, but I’ve never been 
comfortable playing team sports or anything 
remotely competitive. Rock climbing really 
appealed to me because, although you do have 
to depend on a buddy to help with the ropes, it’s 
essentially a solo sport that involves relying on 
your own mental and physical agility.

As a complete novice, I was a little anxious 
when I arrived for a taster course at my local 
climbing centre, The Castle, in North London. 
Run by climbers, for climbers, The Castle is a 
magnificent Victorian building on the edge of 
Clissold Park, formerly a water-pumping station. 
Once inside, I was relieved to see a complete 
mix of people manoeuvring themselves up the 
towering replica rock faces, and that the male to 
female ratio was reassuringly equal.

I joined a group of three other beginners, 
and, after fitting us with some complex safety 
equipment, our instructor was soon leading us 
to a seven-foot wall on the ground floor, where 
we tried our hand at top-roping. 

Rope safety
Lead climbing is when you clip your own rope 
into the wall as you ascend, whereas top-roping 
is when the rope is already anchored above 
you at the top of the wall. You make your way 
up, with your partner on the ground ‘belaying’ 
(controlling) the rope, using a device that 
gradually releases the cable so that it remains 
taut. This offers a great introduction to rock 
climbing, as, should you lose your footing, you 
usually only fall a few feet until the rope catches 
you, minimising the risk of injury. You can also 
concentrate on climbing techniques rather than 
worrying about gravity. 

Looking up at the sheer rock face it seemed 
utterly inconceivable that I could climb it using 
only the minuscule hand and footholds. But 
once on the wall, I was surprised how my body 
responded, pulling me upwards instinctively. It 
was a huge adrenaline rush, as I not only got a 
kick out of managing to haul myself up a tricky 
patch of rock with relative ease, but I got the 
thrill of the exhilarating view of the world below 
once I’d made it to the top. 

Rock climbing is a multidimensional sport, 
as it requires strength and flexibility as well as 

endurance and skill. A basic level of fitness is 
advised before you start, but regular climbers 
develop arm, back, finger and core strength as 
a result of constant repetition. Trickier ascents 
become easier over time, once climbers have 
improved the strength and endurance of their 
calves, shoulders and core, as well as improved 
their strength-to-weight ratio and flexibility in 
their hips and hamstrings. An indoor wall is also 
a good starting place before progressing to the 
great outdoors.

Abs workout
It was definitely a good workout, and I could 
feel my muscles adapting to the changes 
straight away (afterwards my abs ached more 
than after any gym class and my limbs felt like 
jelly). Belaying was also just as exciting, as you 
not only feel tremendous responsibility for the 
climber, but it requires a certain level of agility to 
maintain the rope system.

Traditionally seen as an extreme sport, rock 
climbing has become increasingly mainstream, 
as it’s a great physical and mental challenge, but 
also an enjoyable hobby. You don’t need to be 

an expert to enjoy it and I even saw some small 
children clambering happily up a shorter wall. 
I would still recommend taking an introduction 
course before pitting your wits against a real 
wall though, as it’s a risky sport that involves 
complex equipment. 

Whether you are a seasoned outdoor 
enthusiast or simply looking for a new challenge, 
rock climbing is an excellent exercise alternative 
and I can’t wait to give it another go. 

[Useful websites] 
www.castle-climbing.co.uk – basic taster 
session costs £20 for 60 minutes, or £30 
for 90 minutes with abseiling; off-peak 
weekday courses for women cost £50.
www.rockandice.net – Rock and Ice offers 
rock climbing courses in England, Scotland 
and Wales. Day courses cost from £16.25 per 
hour, including equipment and insurance. 
1:2 ratio course/lessons cost from £130 per 
person per day on weekdays.
www.rockclimbing.org.uk – a fantastic 
resource for anyone seeking information on 
rock climbing, walking and mountaineering.

Get your 
rocks off!

DOeS YOuR uPPeR-BODY 
STReNgTh NeeD A BOOST?  

gIVe ROCk CLImBINg A  
gO, SAYS RhAlou  

AlleRhAnd  

‘Once on the wall, I 
was surprised how 
my body responded, 
pulling me upwards 
instinctively’
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